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Welcome!
IN THIS ISSUE

Happy October! Here at Crookston
Pet Clinic, we are continuing to
serve our clients and patients to
make sure they receive top of the
line service and care during these
trying times. Our office is open and
we welcome 1 guest in per
appointment, but our doors will
remain locked. We will continue to
provide curbside service if
requested.

DR. LEAH'S CORNER

KITTEN TRAINING
TIPS

Pets and
Children

.

If you have any information you'd like to
submit, or perhaps a topic you'd like to see
talked about, please send it to us via email
at crookstonpetclinic@gmail.com. We look
forward to hearing from you and providing
you with information that you WANT to
know about! So let's get to it!

PREVENTATIVES

TICKS IN FALL
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DID YOU KNOW?

Bats can live more than 30
years and fly at speeds of 60
miles per hour!

Not only are bats fast but they are effective! Bats are able to
consume up to 1,200 mosquitoes an hour!
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Dr. Leah's Corner
Dr. Leah has a few words of wisdom to share:

One of the saddest things I see are

Your goal should be to have your

animals shaking and cowering because of

puppy or kitten experience 100

fear. Imagine going though life afraid to go

different places, people, sounds and

anywhere and afraid of everyone you meet.

objects by the time they are three

This is what happens to puppies and kittens
that are not properly socialized.

months old.

No bite Kitten!
Teach your kitten to play without using teeth!
By Stacy N. Hackett

"When my former pet, Leroy was a
kitten he loved to pounce on
anything that moved - including
hands, feet and legs of people
passing by. In fact he liked biting
our hands as much as he liked
biting his toys.
What seemed cute when Leroy
was tiny soon became painful as
he became for agile and a little
bigger. What was the fascination
with biting us? He loved being
around us and enjoyed our
company- so why bite the people
you love?
It turns out that biting is part
of the play behavior in kittens
learn when they are with their
litter mates. "This is the time
each kitten learns hot to use
an inhibited bite so as not to
cause injury", explains Pam
Johnson- Bennett, certified cat
behaviorist. "A kitten who
bites to hard is either

reprimanded by the queen or gets
a very negative reaction from a littermate. This social
play is important, and each kitten soon learns the
rules.".
Laughing and smiling at Leroy's biting behavior when
he was little was encouragement for him to continue
it. We soon learned to give Leroy appropriate toys
and to stop playing with him immediately if he bit us
during playtime- but as we later learned, we should
have employed these training methods from the very
beginning.
" The first and foremost rule
when training a kitten is to not
use your fingers as toys," JohnsonBennett says. "No matter how young your
kitten and whether it hurts when she
bites or not, this isn't the message you want
to send to her. Biting flesh is never allowed"

Don't worry: A variety of toys are
available to help your kitten learn what she
can and cannot bite. "From the very
beginning, have appropriate toys fro you
kitten to bite and play with" Johnson- Bennet
says. "For interactive playtime, use toys based
on a fishing pole design. That will put a safe
distance between your hands, and your
kittens teeth."

Lessons to Learn from
Detection Dog Trainers
All puppies- whether family pets, show dogs, or sport candidates- can
benefit from the Patriotic Puppy skills and drills. Program manager Scott
Thomas says first, start with a healthy puppy with a sound temperament.
Build an environmentally bold dogs by having both home-based courses
(such as tunnels, various surfaces to walk on, steps to scale, and
obstacles to climb) and then take the dog to dog- friendly business. The
goal is a dog who acts completely at home and comfortable no matter
where he goes.
Develop an independent dog. Let the dog be guided by the anticipation
of reward from the environment, not necessarily needing assistance
from the handler.
To instill confidence in puppies, use clear communication and always put
the dog in a situation where he can succeed. Avoid mixed signals or
situations that may prevent the dog from being rewarded.

Training and Behavior
By Kathy Santo
' Whether you remember Petey from The Little Rascals, or Lassie and Timmy, Benji,
Beethoven, or Clifford the Big Red Dog, images of kids hugging and kissing dogs are
burned into our minds. For dog trainers, that imagery makes us cringe. We've seen
some of the painful results of such interaction in real life - the kind that won't make
it onto any movie screen. At my dog training school, we constantly caution parents
against leaving dogs and kids together without supervision. We also emphasize
another, more subtle point: Supervision doesn't help if the adults don't know hot to
interpret what they are seeing. It is almost as bad as no supervision at all.

Then the parental protests begin. "But I got the dog for my kid! And all I'm
hearing is how they're not supposed to interact. What can they do?"
As a parent myself, I understand. And as a former child, I warmly remember
teaching Teddy, my Great Pyrenees hot to sit up, spin, bed and jump through a
hula hoop. My friends thought I was super cool. Their parents thought I should
become a dog trainer. Early on, I learned a valuable lesson : there are safe ways
for dogs and kids to enjoy their time together. It just takes some common sense
and supervision. Here's a short list on activities that can be fun for your children
(even very young ones!, your dogs, and you.

Before
Take
a Walk
You can hold one leash attached to the dog's primary training collar, head
halter, or body harness. Your child can hold a second leash attached to a
second collar. I prefer a flat buckle collar. Yes, I know your dog usually only
wears one collar, but for this exercise, add another! That way you have
control, and your child has the experience and pride In preforming the vital
task of walking the dog.

Fetch!
This Is a fun game for both kids and dogs. It;s
high- energy, so It has the added benefit of
giving the dog much- needed exercise as he
runs back and forth to fetch the toy and return
It. As the game progresses the child can add
commands like sit-stay before throwing the toy.
Make sure you keep It all under control to avoid
mishaps, like a dog knocking the child down as
he runs for the ball, or "tugging" too aggressively
when returning the toy.
(Pro tip: Teaching your dog mouth manners, like
the drop It command, comes In handy here.

All the Cute Moves
Nothing Is more fun or Impressive than a dog who can shake, roll over, speak,
or preform other cute moves. Teach your dog a few basic tricks, with or without
your child's help. There are dozens to choose from. You can find step - by - step
Instructions through online educational resources, such as the AKC Trick Dog
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program's library of training videos.

Search, Rescue, Treat
My kids loved to play this game when they were little. They would hide (and
have a really fabulous food reward with them), and I would send the dog to find
them. When our dog sniffed out their hiding spot, the children would stand up ,
ask them to sit, and give him the treat.Their giggling may have given their
location away, but no matter. Every-one had a good, fun, and safe time, which Is
after all, why you got the dog In the first place.
Kathy Santo trains dogs for home and competition at her New Jersey school. She Is the author
of Kathy Santo's Dogs Sense and has handled multiple training champions. Check out her new
digital dog- training- course at dogtrainingtribe.com

Remember:
Children and dogs must be
supervised. Also learn general
signs of the canine stress, such as
yawning, lip licking, and changes In
their eyes and ears. If you see
these signals, It may mean the dog
Is losing patience with the child
and It Is time to Intervene.

We have candles!
Fall scented 'Pet
Odor' Candles are
now available for a
limited time. We Love
These! (and so does
Cadillac)

Ticks In Fall

By: Dr. Mike Paul, DMV
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Some ticks are just getting started!
Ticks are not just a summer problem. While some types of ticks slow
down when It gets cooler, other are just getting started. A lot of the risk
depends on the species of ticks you are dealing with, and your region
of the country. Simply put, ticks should be considered a year - round
threat, with autumn being a major tick season.

Which ticks are the most active during fall and
what do they carry?
The black legged (deer) tick Is very active during the fall. According to the Illinois
Department of Public Health, adult blacklegged ticks may be seeking a meal at
just this time of year. Although people are most familiar with Lyme Disease
other tick transmitted disease are becoming more common during this season.
You should ask your veterinarian about the risks of Ehrlichia, Anaplasmosis,
Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever, and Lyme Disease.

Where are the ticks hiding?
Ticks are actually very cleaver. They expend little energy hunting. Ticks
"quest" by waiting In the brush for a meal to walk by. Once that happens,
they quickly move onto the host.
During the fall, ticks often hide In the leaf litter present In wooded or busy
areas they tend to populate : therefore, leaf piles and leaf mulch should not
be allowed to accumulate. Some ticks hatch their eggs In fall and seek a
host. Female Ticks often lay eggs In dry brush and leaf mulch, and can
deposit uo to 3000 eggs In a breeding cycle.

How can you protect your dog from ticks In the
fall?
Check your dog for ticks regularly.
According to some experts, ticks In
the fall are larger and easier to
remove.
Use tick preventatives yearround. Just a few warm days
or a location In the yard that
Is protected from frost can
allow ticks to persist even In
the winter.
Check the maps. Learn
about tick activity In your
area with these Pet Health
Network maps
Reviewed by Bill Saxon, DMV
DACIVM, DACVECC

Dr. Mike Paul, DMV, has had
more than 35 years of experience
In companion animal veterinary
practice and Is a valued member
of IDEXX's Pet Health Network
team since 2013.

Our Clinic Carries Bravecto.
Other Flea and Tick
preventatives are available on
our Online Pharmacy!

Upcoming Closure
Dates

October 29th
November 24th- 29th
December 24th
Please check our website
for more information on
possible closing days.

Reminder
Though we are
allowing guests
Into our clinic with
their pets we are
keeping our door
locked, please call
the number listed
on the sign for
assistance. Also
We are booking
appointments about
a month In advance,
please call to
schedule your pet's
appointment

CLINIC INFORMATION
Crookston Pet Clinic
214 South Main Street
Crookston, MN 56716
Phone: (218) 281-4231
Fax: (218) 281-4233
Email: crookstonpetclinic@gmail.com

